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WELCOME

Globalisation
What does it mean?
Welcome to the latest edition of All About Identity, your guide
to what's happening in the Albert Smith global network.
Global, who would have thought I would have the opportunity
of referring to our company as "global". Thirty years ago we
were manufacturing rubber stamps & small signs in Brisbane. A
thrill then was the opportunity of sending a rubber stamp to
Sydney!
Global, a well worked reference these days, in fact it seems global is the buzz word of the new
century. Global network, global marketing, global corporation, global co-operation, globilised
etc. Being as "global" corporations are the nucleus of our client base, the Albert Smith Group
is exposed, more often than not, to companies seeking global solutions. Whilst on the surface,
combining far reaching needs to achieve an efficient cost effective result around the world
appears simple, fulfilling the challenge often proves a challenge in itself. Experience dictates,
that the corporate will to achieve globally is strong, though in reality few global corporations
are equipped or have the mechanisms to operate on a truly global basis when it comes to
identity. Of course their quest is not made any easier when attempts are made to find a
committed supplier who is able to deliver on promises globally. In fact there is considerable
hot air generated via companies claiming the ability to supply on a global basis who do little
more than confuse the situation.
So why is the Albert Smith Group any different ?
Twenty years ago, Albert Smith began venturing off shore. Asia, being our nearest neighbour,
was the starting point. Generally Asia was the "wild east" back then, with little regard for
standards or quality. It was fifteen frustrating years before we established our first
manufacturing Albert Smith branch in Asia, Shanghai. Opportunities to expand into Asia were
presented via various multi nationals Asian expansion. Throughout the years we completed
many successful projects not realising at the time, we were actually servicing the global needs
of many of the worlds finest brands . Major variant from todays projects, we worked locally
with little interaction from corporate head offices.
Continued success allowed for establishment of the Albert Smith brand in eight countries,
servicing not only global accounts but many Asian based corporate identities. A further global
link came in 2000 via the affiliation of Albert Smith & Collins Signs in the United States and
Europe, enhancing Albert Smith's quest to provide global services considerably. To date we
have enjoyed moderate success and currently have two major projects rolling out around the
world with several others under final evaluation.
Of course it's far too early to claim we have been there and done that when referring to global
experience, however I believe few, if any, companies in the identity industry are able to
example plants on the ground, as well as the experience and knowledge of Albert Smith in
global terms. May I add, whilst the rubber stamp to Sydney was exciting it does not quite
compare to viewing Albert Smith designed, engineered and manufactured product in say
Beijing, Chicago, Tokyo , Wellington, Manila, Singapore, Taipei, Jakarta, to mention a few.
Thanks to our many local and international clients we are continuing to develop Albert Smith
with a further two countries planned for Albert Smith branding this year. Via the incorporation
of manufacturing facilities in country we have the distinct advantage of not only costing
product and services locally but also working within the various country cultures optimising
results for our many clients.
No hot air. Facts sort us from the rest. Albert Smith is the GLOBAL identity company.
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High Level Building Signs Rising
"Whilst High Level Building Signs usually present unique engineering and construction challenges, their effect
as a Corporate Branding statement is incredibly powerful", says Ian Wilks, Director, National Sales for the
Albert Smith Group. Consequently, we continue to see an increasing number of requests for this type of work.

The American Express sign on their premises
in Liverpool Street Sydney is a classic
example. "Everyone knows the sign - even
cabbies refer to it as a landmark. It's a
powerful statement for American Express and
with it's prominent position on the city skyline,
provides incredible value for money in the
brand reinforcement stakes", Ian said.
By contrast, the recently completed George
Patterson Bates high-level sign at their new
premises in Sydney City, reflect a
contemporary message, in line with GPB's
philosophy and through the influences and
design expertise of Underline Design. The
challenges were different, but there
nonetheless. Setting the individual letters at
the leading edge of a cantilevered parapet
and keeping the look clean, with no
apparent support, required a different
approach. It looks great and projects our
clients identity with maximum impact.
Of course access is often one of the biggest
cost influences in providing High Level
Building Signs, and the Queensland Tourism
signs at their headquarters in Makerston
Street, Brisbane was shaping up to be a real
challenge. With limited access, a tight time
frame and budget absolutes it had to be
right, first time! "We ended up building the
signs in our factory and lifting the
components on a Sunday, with one of the
largest capacity cranes available in Brisbane.
This not only gave us the opportunity to
ensure everything lined up first go and it
would drop straight onto the fixings, but it
also allowed our client to see their sign
assembled before it was on the roof. This
provided the opportunity for 'tweaking' the
finished product, without the cost of doing so
when it was in situ and the result everyone
agrees, another great addition to Brisbane's
emerging skyline!"

Recent sites completed include: George Patterson Bates
Sydney, ANZ Brisbane, ANZ Melbourne, ANZ.COM
Melbourne, Hilton Melbourne Airport, Hilton Sydney Airport,
Millhouse IAG Brisbane, Tourism Queensland Brisbane,
American Express Sydney & Suncorp~Metway Brisbane
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AUSTRALIA

Australia's

Commercial Market Still Strong !

"Despite some remaining pessimism in some sectors, there are
some good signs for improvement in 2002", said Ian Wilks,
Director of National Sales, ASG. In particular, the retail and
construction/property segment were optimistic of more buoyant
times and we've been seeing an increased demand for quality
signage as a result. Some comments noted in recent issues of
The Bulletin magazine would seem to confirm this.
Retailing giant Coles Myer has reported an
encouraging 6.8% hike in first quarter sales
to A$5.95 billion on the back of higher food
and liquor sales and a stabilisation in
general merchandise and apparel. New chief
executive John Fletcher said that a
turnaround was underway. Rival department
store group David Jones, meantime, has
reported a 5.8% increase in sales to
A$358m. CEO Peter Wilkinson said the
impact of the September 11 attacks had
been short, and expectations were for a
strong Christmas period.
Construction group Leighton Holdings is
forecasting double-digit bottom line growth
this year thanks to the strength of its contract
order book. Its annual meeting was told that
the Thiess contract mining business, the
domestic Leighton Properties arm and its
Asian operations would all improve.
Chairman Tim Besley said there was an
improved outlook for the property and
construction markets in Australia.

Australia Fair Gold Coast
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Chairman of shopping centre group
Westfield Holdings, Frank Lowy, forecast
double digit profit growth in the current year
despite the international economic downturn.
This year Westfield reported a 14% rise in net
profit to A$169m. Lowy told the annual
shareholders' meeting the company was a
long-term investor in Dutch-owned Rodamco
which has a large portfolio of US shopping
centres and in which Westfield has acquired
a 24% interest. Rodamco is arguing Westfield
should make a full bid. Lowy was also
confident of the outcome of court action with
Zurich Insurance over claims covering the
retail component of the World Trade Center.
In the same week, Westfield Trust did a
A$555m asset reshuffle, buying Sydney's
Centrepoint Tower and the remaining half of
its Bondi Junction shopping development. It
sold half of its Liverpool development to AMP.
Join us in ignoring the pessimists and build
further confidence in the already buoyant
commercial market.

Woolworths Spring Hill Brisbane
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A L B E RT S M I T H

TECHNOLOGIES

Advertising has changed forever...

Real time broadcasting, as it happens, is made possible with Dynascan 360 LED
unique technology.
Albert Smith Group perceives digital signing
as the future for promoting products, services
and brands in both enclosed and outdoor
public access environments.
The Dynascan LED display is the latest and
arguably the most versatile digital signing
device to hit this expanding market for highimpact 'intelligent' broadcasting.

Dynascan is integral to the range of products
now on offer by Albert Smith's Technologies
Division.
Launched recently in Australia at the ASX
Melbourne headquarters the Dynascan
quickly became the focus point for ASX
customers to obtain the latest and most up to
minute share information.

The Dynascan, which facilitates both vision
and sound, can display any message
transmitted via the Internet, ISDN, video
corporate network or satellite, enabling
advertisers the option to display real time
information as it happens.
New digital technology is revolutionising
traditional outdoor advertising, as both
advertisers and sales promotion professionals
seek new placement opportunities and more
sophisticated ways of delivering messages.
The Dynascan creates maximum impact
without compromising on design and
creativity, improving the ambience of its
environment and creating instant attraction
to draw consumers.
Its versatility means that it can be
incorporated into a wide variety of venues
including shopping centres, sporting
stadiums, airports and train stations. Digital
signing is far more interactive than a static
poster and is one way of creating interest
and ambience, enabling high-impact
message delivery, essential in today's media
frenzy.

DID YOU KNOW....

that Albert Smith Technologies now
offers:

A2,
Animated Display Systems in A3,
A1 and A0 sizes
Internal menu boards
rotary
Local and remote controlled
pricers
DynaScan 360 degree displays
System Design services
Special Product Development
LED signs
LED lighting effects - POP product

and coming very soon
 Local and remote controlled LED
pricers
 LED channel lettering
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Whilst ASG will continue course with our
core business it is exciting for the company to
be building business in other areas not
normally associated with sign manufacturers.
Though our longer-term customers would
already know ASG aren't just about signs. As
our logo suggests, we are 'All About Identity'
and that's exactly what Nokia's range of
furniture is about; all about ensuring their
identity is in the forefront of customers'
minds, in the very competitive market of
retailing mobile phones.
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Our expertise in sign manufacturing gives us
the necessary tools to undertake manufacture
of furniture / merchandising type items, not
only in Australia but also throughout Asia. In
fact, our Shanghai plant is experiencing
tremendous growth in this area of
manufacture with new products and clients
broadening their range on offer.
In addition, ASG Australia is warehousing,
stock controlling, distributing and installing
Nokia furniture nationally, a truly 'one stop
shop' offer.
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GLOBAL
Set amongst the lush tropical
setting of Nara Seaworld
Resort on the Gold Coast
Australia, delegates from
eight countries participated
in the inaugural Albert Smith
Group "Linking the Brand"
conference.
Managing Director Mr Rodney Smith
{great grandson of founder Samual Smith}
welcomed the delegates to " the most
exciting chapter in the company's 128 years
existence".
"Never before in the identity business have
representatives from eight countries,
representing over two thirds of the worlds
population, been assembled with the primary
objective of exchanging ideas on production,
marketing and brand development." said Mr
Smith.
Delegates from Australia, New Zealand,
Philippines, Indonesia, Singapore, Taiwan,
China and the United States heard from
each other on their respective country
operation. Highlight of the conference was a
full day devoted to how the strengthening of
the Albert Smith Group brand would pave
the way for delegates to benefit through
group association. Association which will,
when tendering for continent or world wide
corporate branding or re-imaging projects
deliver to our collective customers both the
quality and service expected at competitive
pricing.
Initiatives agreed upon included the,
development of an interactive web site,
publication of a magazine which can be
used as a worldwide marketing and
information tool, sharing of information on
costings and production techniques, all of
which build towards the way forward in
achieving a positive and mutually beneficial
outcome for our customers.

Represented by Australia, Indonesia, New Zealand, Singapore, China, Philippines, Taiwan and

LINKING THE BR

Corporate programmes which the Group has
participated in together over the last 12
months have included works for: Andersen
Consulting; Accenture; Citibank;
McDonalds; BP; Nissan and Mobil.
Plans are already
under way for the
2003 conference
which will be held
at Collins Signs,
Alabama plant
in April.
Ross Pollock,
Commercial
Manager
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Albert Smith Group "Linking the Brand
Monday 18th to Wednesday 20th Feb

GLOBAL
The team from Taiwan were
pleased to participate in the
first Albert Smith Group
‘Linking the Brand' global
conference which took place
in the sunny Gold Coast
Australia on 18th Feb 2002
straight after our Chinese
Lunar New Year.
With representatives from all eight countries
gathering in the lovely Sea World Nara resort
it did feel like attending the G7 Summit (G8
in this case). Although the whole conference
was organised in a very short space of time
the structure of the meeting and the
presentations were both impressive and
informative.

It was interesting to share the various
experiences and discuss the problems and
solutions we had encountered during the
process of international projects. It was most
enlightening to review how an international
re-imaging programme was carried out with
the collaboration of each individual group
member and the management via the
Australian head office. Seeing the way that
cultural, operational, procedural variations
were overcome by close cooperation surely
puts the Albert Smith Group on the right
track to continue it's growth from strength to
strength.
We are now looking forward to the Groups'
next 'Linking the Brand' conference which is
scheduled for April 2003 at Collins Signs,
Alabama, USA.
Jennie Lin, Taiwan

Through each country's individual
presentation we gained a good
understanding of other members of the
Group’s activities and strengths.

d United States of America

RAND

Conference"
bruary 2002
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The Logistics Challenge

How does a global corporation enter the rebranding process ?
You may ask: How was this massive flow of
information, communication and resources
managed? In Cyberspace that's how!
The Project was handled through VIZPROM
The Ascol Web Based Project Management
system.

Albert Smith Group and
Collins Signs Inc. were
presented with an
unprecedented challenge
how to survey and re-render
all of the existing signage
across 1400 sites; in over
100 countries around the
world.
The scope included the surveys, the rerendering of the signage to the new Global
Corporate Standards, the submission and
subsequent re-submission of that mass of
renderings, and finally the collation of the
information into an off take of componentry
by site, country, region and continent. Add to
that, the interaction with all of the players
involved including - Survey Contractors,
Local and International Business Units and
the Specifiers/Consultants; the logistics are
mind-bending!
The Programme started late last year and is
complete in most countries and continents.

Screen Shots of the Web
Based Project Management
System used for Citibank
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This incredibly powerful tool gave all of the
worldwide players the ability to communicate
and debate with live information; irrespective
of location, time differences and the
quantum of people involved. Via the Web,
different levels of management have varying
levels of authority in their ability to approve
or disapprove renderings, make comment or
whatever.
The same thing applied to the supplier chain.
All of the users had the ability to
communicate with each other on a macro
level, and also on a micro level via the email
facility within the site.
All the Graphic Standards, survey forms,
tender documents, sign specifications, etc.,
were all on the Web, available to the people
with the authority to utilise them.
These types of communication and
interaction arrangements were unthought of
in our industry only a few short years ago.
Although it would be a brave person who
would state that a job, such as that
undertaken for Citibank, is an easy task with
a Web based tool like VIZPROM; one thing is
for sure the players involved in the
Programme would have been a lot 'greyer' by
the end of it, if VIZPROM had not been
employed!
Mitchell Smith, General Manager

Examples of the Renderings
produced for the recent
Citibank Rebranding
Program

GLOBAL

Some statistics

Number of sites (Approximately):
Number of countries:
Number of people involved worldwide (Approximately):
Timing:
Number of renderings (Approximately):
Number of people interacting with Web Site:
Number of Web Site administrators required:
Nett savings
due gives
to electronic
approval process (Approximately):
Our expertise
in sign making
us the
necessary tools to undertake manufacture of
furniture / merchandising type items, not only
in Australia but also throughout Asia. In fact,
our Shanghai plant is experiencing
tremendous growth in this area of
manufacture with new products and clients
broadening their range on offer.

1,400
104
200
October 2001 to March 2002
12,000
75
1 (part time)
US$125,000.00

In addition, ASSG Australia is warehousing,
stock controlling, distributing and installing
Nokia furniture nationally, a truly 'one stop
shop' offer.
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Tesco Taiwan Fit-Out Project
This ensures a totally flexible, easy to use,
high quality item price system, at a fraction
of the time and cost involved in trying to get
those price stickers looking good! The
'PriceTrack' is designed to compliment the
digit cassette to provide even diffused
lighting behind both the pricing and the
menu item whilst consistently aligning the two
together.
Scrolling Menu Boards also play an
important role in the range of ASG Menu
Systems available. Scrolling Menus are part
of the Albert Smith Group range of products,
which include scrolling poster boards, digits
and Rotary Pricers for petroleum pricing.
Scrolling Menu Boards are used when the
menu is required to change at a certain time
of the day. Gone are the days of
conventional menu systems where you have
to reach up to gain access to the graphic
and then force the change manually. Now,
Prices and Menu graphics are very easily
changed at the simple push of a button!

Albert Smith Taiwan has recently completed
another extensive Design/Construct fit-out
project for the internationally recognised
Tesco Supermarkets chain. The scope
included the provision of a Menu System for
their fast food restaurant and the Albert Smith
Group Menu Kit suited the purpose perfectly.

This newly designed board has been in the
marketplace for well over 12 months and is
currently being rolled out for McDonald's in
both Australia and Indonesia (via Albert
Smith Group in Indonesia).

The Menu Boards were 'flat packed' and sent
into Taiwan in kit form to minimise transport
and tariff costs. Assembly and installation
were easily undertaken locally and, there you
have it! Would you like Noodles with that?

The same technology applies to the
McDonald's Booth Scrollers where the
translites in the Drive Thru booths are
scrolled at the appropriate menu changeover
period.

Menu Systems come in all sorts of shapes
and sizes. From boards in Bottle Shops with
large quick change Price Tickets to
architectural boards with customised
decorative framings. The Albert Smith Group
has been designing, manufacturing and
installing these Menu Systems for many years
throughout the Asia Pacific region.

Alternatively, if external Freestanding Menus
exist in the Drive Thru, they are rotated
through 180 degrees to effect the menu
change.

This experience has resulted in the
establishment of many innovative proprietary
components that create unique solutions in
Menu Board manufacture.

The Albert Smith Group range of Menu
Boards is constantly being developed to lead
the market in innovation and design - take
your pick from the range of Menu of Boards
currently available or we'll design specifically
to suit your needs!

The ASG injection moulded 'PriceClip'
system, for example. Simply clip the digits
together to form item pricing!

1
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TAIWAN

EVS
ELECTRONIC visual SYSTEMS

An evolving range of innovative 'Menu Systems'
designed to meet market demand

Smiffy's Appetisers
1. Scrumptious Scrolling Menu Boards
drizzled with warm illumination.
2. Saucy Static Menu Systems
accompanied by a side of fresh graphics.
3. Sensationally light scrolling digits
individually rotated to perfection.
4. Appetising Animated Display Systems
sequentially rolled with hot hand
controller.
5. Degustation dessert of multi product
price boards flooded with quick-change
graphics.
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CALTEX FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH
The Caltex "Delta" Challenge

Early 1995 - Caltex initiate a major image
upgrade to several thousand sites through
out the Asian Pacific region, including,
Australia, New Zealand, China, Hong Kong,
The Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia,
Singapore, Kenya and Mauritius.
Early1995 - C.I.M.C. commissioned group
of independent consultants to develop
international image and design standards.
Late 1995 - Albert Smith Group were invited
to bid on the pre-qualification tender during
the second half of 1995 which ultimately
enabled us to progress to the second round
of tenders in early 1996.

Early 1996 Albert Smith Group progress to
second round formal tendering and submit
bid valued at US $106 million dollars.
(largest tender submitted in company history)
Late 1996 - C.I.M.C. commission Albert
Smith Group & a leading European materials
supplier, to re-design the complete product
range to provide more functional and
economical solutions.
Late 1996 - Albert Smith Group and the
nominated supplier undertake a joint design
development in Europe & share industry
techniques & best practices.

700 + sites completed
Retail value in excess of $35 million
Early 1997 Albert Smith Group produce
working prototypes of final approved
designs.
Mid 1997 Albert Smith Group re-tender for
various target countries in line with strategic
group network presence.
Late 1997 Success with the Caltex
Philippines project which represented
expanding our plant & resources in-country
to support the project & to minimise import
duties by building materials locally.
1998 - 2002 Successfully tendered on
projects for Hong Kong, China, New
Zealand & Australia which represented
building common design product in each
respective country, with rollout still being
undertaken today throughout Australian retail
network.
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News in Brief

Notice Board

Paragon Initiative !

Changing laws require ASG and their
customers to be on the ball !

What does this mean ?

Most Councils require a Planning Permit or Development Approval as
the first step. They then require a Building Permit or Construction
Certificate that obligates the builder to make and install signs to
Australian Building Code standards. Some also require a "Certificate
of Occupancy" or Compliance Certificate which is the final clearance
that all conditions set by Council have been met.
Recent amendments to the law in Victoria require Planning Permits to
have accompanying the application a "Certificate of Title" and a
"Declaration of Restrictive Covenant" Albert Smith Signs was able to
access the system put in place by the State Government to obtain this
information quickly, thereby saving time and expense.
Increasingly, Council's are outsourcing Building Permits and Certificate
of Occupancy to Private Certifier's. In general, these people are more
flexible and are able to respond to needs and requests more quickly.

The system enables direct interaction between departments for
accessing the latest designs and estimates. It also enables us to track
our work in process so that we can provide concise information to our
internal and external customers.
Our future aims;
1. Continue to develop the system to allow access and data transfer to
all of our overseas branches.
2. Develop the system to a level that will promote ASG as a world
leader in design and process data transfer resulting in a paperless
production organisation.

Staff News

Homework and complete documentation are still the key to early
outcomes and our Customer Service Team can help with lots of good
advice on these needs.

PROJECT NOAH APPROVALS
by Leigh Edward

The last few months have been quite busy for the Customer Service
Team who undertook the Project Management of obtaining Council
approvals for Woolworths Project Noah national signage changeover
involving 67 sites. Pre planning proved invaluable, as we were able to
shortcut some of the processes and forewarn people of what was to
happen.
Councils were sent letters explaining the project and asked to indicate
if formal application was needed. Site plans and Property Owner
consents were obtained ahead of the formal applications, Engineering
certifications were obtained in advance and bulk processing of
Building Permits was arranged in Victoria.
As a result of these initiatives delay has been minimal and our client
has achieved a remarkable program in a very short space of time.
Often forgotten but nearly always a necessity is the requirement to
obtain Local Government Authority approval for signage proposals.

Alison Rip

project paragon a signspec initiative

At the heart of the Albert Smith Group is Project Paragon. The system
enables the interaction of all of our departments using a network
computer link. Project Paragon enables data transfer and linking
between our Sales, Design, Estimating, Production and other teams. A
truly 'live' - 'real time' factory floor interface!

It goes without saying that all
employers hope for dedication
and loyalty from their staff.
Albert Smith Group have been
fortunate to enjoy this from
many members of their team,
and not the least of whom Paul
(Dicky) Sigston, whose tenacity
and strong work ethic has seen
him through 33 exciting years
with ASG.
33 years is a long tenure by
anyone's measure and his
dependability is recognised by
more than one generation of
ASG management!

Congratulations and salutations
to Paul from management and
your work colleagues alike.

Who's new at ASG ?

In our continuing effort to better serve our
valued clients, we are constantly on the
lookout for talented professionals to
strengthen our sales team. So we were very
pleased to appoint Alison Rip, as Sales
Executive for the McDonald's account.

Alison has a sincere passion for the sign
industry, which grew from her time working for
K & M Signs and then Claude Neon in South
Africa. In her sales role with both companies,
she gained valuable experience working with
key accounts such as McDonalds, Mercedes,
First National Bank, Nando's, to name a few.

When Alisonmigrated to Australia she
commenced work with Australian Sign
Suppliers, suppliers of vinyl to the sign
industry. It was through her dealings with
Albert Smith Group that her talent for
professional customer service was identified.
Now we have the benefit of her serving our
customers in the same professional and
competent manner.
Please join us in welcoming Alison Rip
to the Albert Smith Group team
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Exporting Products and Technology to over 15 countries, ALBERT SMITH GROUP is
the largest signage and identification company in the Asia-Pacific Region with a
support network of sales and manufacturing facilities located in eight countries

Albert Smith Group's value added services are broad range
All are available to you...
Project Management
Product Consultancy
Design Consultancy
Expert Product Advice
Distribution Control and Reporting
Research and Development
Design Engineering
Warehousing Systems and Reporting
Product and Warranty Tracking
International Service
Stocking Control and Facilities for same
Installation and Maintenance
GROUP CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTRE : enquiries@smithsigns.com.au

Phone +617 3395 9888
AUSTRALIA
Ph +617 3395 9888

INDONESIA
Ph +6221 690 7193

NEW ZEALAND

Ph +649 570 0355

SINGAPORE
Ph +657 412 828

C

www.smithsigns.com.au
H

I

N

A

Ph +8621 5915 4980

PHILIPPINES
Ph +632 983 8860

USA (Collins Signs Inc.)
Ph + 1 334 983 8000

T A I W A N
Ph +8862 2503 5111

